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ABSTRACT 
This study will contribute to the literature by considering a model for testing the quality 
of deposit services in the banking industry. The results indicating support for the 
hypotheses suggest that the five SERQUAL factors can be used to test banking services 
based on the whole system. Previous studies have shown that in satisfying customers it is 
not enough to retain them because even satisfied customers may defect at a high rate in 
many industries. When it comes to customer satisfaction, the experience can be 
everything, and service delivery plays a critical role in that experience. Business success 
is often a result of the sum total of the experiences your employees create for your 
customers and these experiences can produce powerful points of differentiation. But 
exceptional customer service doesn’t just happen. It needs to be an integral part of the 
organizations culture and strategy. Most customers have difficulty in understanding the 
complex nature of financial products and thus tend to focus on brand names, which are 
generally built on quality services. This research study was aimed at investigating the 
impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya with 
reference to Post bank head office Nairobi. The specific objectives of the study were 
employee motivation, employee training, corporate image, and customer service. This 
study will be significant to the organization management and other researchers. A 
descriptive research design was used and covered a population of 121 persons in the 
organization and used stratified random sampling where 40% of the entire target 
population formed the sample size of the study.  Finding of the study shows that majority 
of the respondents strongly agree employee’s motivation to work consists of all drivers; 
forces that cause the employee want to achieve certain aims. In order to evaluate the 
extent to which training influences the impact of service quality on customer satisfaction 
in the banking industry, the finding of the study shows that majority of the respondents 
strongly agree Response on whether the purpose of training is to improve knowledge and 
skills and to change attitudes. The finding of the study shows that majority of the 
respondents strongly agree response on whether company image refers to a shared that 
means, shared understanding and shared experience making. The finding of the study 
shows that majority of the respondents strongly agree Response on whether consumer 
belief of the carrier is drawn from the persona and behavior of the individual, 24.7% of 
the respondents agreed. The management of the organization needs to conduct on job 
training so as to improve the productivity and its employees competence this would 
reduce wastage of company recourses and time hence promoting a healthy working 
condition hence increasing the quality of service in the bank. There the research 
recommends that the company management should maintain a good corporate image by 
engaging in community based projects. Therefore the management needs to train their 
staff on customer care practices such as communication and interpersonal skills to as to 
enhance and add more value in the quality service in the banking sector. 
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DEFINITION OF TERMS 
Corporate image: is the mental picture that springs up at the mention 
of a firm's name. It is a composite psychological 
impression that continually changes with the firm's 
circumstances, media coverage, performance, 
pronouncements, etc. Similar to a firm's reputation 
or goodwill, it is the public perception of the firm 
rather than a reflection of its actual state or position 
(Morgan, 2014).  
Customer service: All interactions between a customer and a product 
provider at the time of sale, and thereafter. 
Customer service adds value to a product and builds 
enduring relationship. (Lovelock, 2014) 
Employee motivation:  is the level of energy, commitment, and creativity 
that a company's workers bring to their jobs. 
Whether the economy is growing or shrinking, 
finding ways to motivate employees is always a 
management concern. Competing theories stress 
incentives or employee involvement (Salem, 2010). 
Employee training:  is the educational preparation for performing a job 
that is typically provided to staff by the business 
that has recently hired them before they become 
active in service to the company. Employee training 
is increasingly required to assist the work force in 
using modern techniques, tools, strategies and 
materials in their jobs. (Handly, 2009) 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION OF THE STUDY 
1.0 Introduction 
This chapter will contain the background of the study, statement of the problem, objective 
of the study, research questions, justification of the study, and scope of the study. 
1.1 Background of the study 
Great customer service is described as international judgments or mind-set relating to the 
superiority of the service. It’s the assessment of the provider with the service given via a 
client Parasuraman, Berry and Zeitham, (2013). Consumer pleasure ought to be aimed at 
accomplishing the long and brief time period wishes of the consumer. Different clients 
have special carrier needs consequently extraordinary satisfactory expectations. Customer 
pleasure refers back to the volume to which service best fits with the consumers’ 
expectation. Consumer’s expectations are based totally on beyond stories, competitor’s 
pals, pal’s opinion, past marketplace, and competitor’s statistics. The yankee consumer 
pleasure index which tracks patron pleasure suggests that typical customer delight has 
been declining in latest years regardless of the enhancements in era trends (Cushing & 
Allan, 2001). 
Hayes et al. (2014) found for banks to flourish, both item and administration conveyance 
must be sufficiently lined up with client desires: accomplishing consumer loyalty and 
reliability is basic for long haul survival Reichheld, (2012). It's basic is to shape a nearby 
working association with a customer, that is the reason client benefit is of imperative 
significance. Customers should feel esteemed, needed and adored. This is not just about 
how you dealt with an exchange. It's likewise about an association with individuals who 
are a fundamental piece of all that you do Woods, (2014). Client administration ought not 
to be a responsive exercise of disappointment but an encounter of joy. The saving money 
industry ought to have the capacity to understand that they depend exclusively on the 
clients and in light of this administration conveyance ought to be done in a way that will 
make the customer discuss it to others. In this focused world, business must have the 
capacity to get a handle on the significance of clients to the extent that its extension and 
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future development is entwined with the ever increasing vast demands of its customers. 
The presence of any business relies upon the unwaveringness of its clients and the 
capacity to pull in others and furthermore hold them. In this light the association should 
attempt to fulfill the requirements of the objective market and the administration 
conveyance ought to be in a way that is meets and surpasses the customer's desires.  
As indicated by Turban Hayes, Strosahl, and Wilson (2012) client mind benefit is a 
progression of exercises intended to improve the level of consumer loyalty; that is the 
inclination that an item or administration has met a client’s desire. Its significance 
changes from item, administrations and client. For example, damaged or broken stock 
can be traded regularly just with a receipt and within a predetermined time period. Retail 
locations regularly have a work area or counter dedicated to managing returns trade and 
dissension, or will perform related capacities at the purpose of offer, the apparent 
accomplishment of such associations being autonomous on representatives who can 
modify themselves to the identity of the visitor.  
The significance of client administration may change by item or administration, industry 
and client. The impression of achievement of such connections was subject to workers 
"who can alter themselves to the identity of the visitor," as indicated by (Micah, 2010). 
Client administration can likewise allude to the way of life of the association with  the 
need to attain client benefit with respect to different parts, for example, item advancement 
or low cost. In this sense, an association that esteems great client administration may 
spend more cash in preparing workers than normal associations, or proactively talk with 
clients for criticism (Berry, 2013). 
Regulus (2010) decided that a standout among the most imperative parts of a client’s 
mind benefit is what is regularly alluded to as the "vibe great variable." Basically the 
objective is not just enabling the clients to have a decent affair, yet to offer them an 
ordeal that surpasses their desires. Keeping up a legitimate client mind benefit level 
requires a nearby examination of metrics used to gauge office proficiency measurements, 
for example, normal handle time, call length and calls every hour. This enables 
enterprises to explore approaches to enhance representative engagement through 
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preparation and utilized advancement. Singular agent's effect represent engagement levels 
by sticking to break plans, providing details regarding time and keeping up information 
on refreshers identified with items, administrations and arrangements. Executing new 
innovation may negatively affect worker engagement levels as agents learn new 
frameworks and adjust to the new innovation; however over the long haul new innovation 
ought to positively affect efficiency and client mind benefit capability. Great client 
benefit gives an ordeal that meets client desires. It produces fulfilled clients. Awful client 
administration can create objections. It can bring about lost deals, since purchasers may 
take their business to a contender (Micah, 2010). 
 
1.2 Statement of the problem 
 Trade liberalization and globalization have resulted in keen competition among firms and 
industries. The Kenyan banking industry is not exempted especially with the proliferation 
of banking and financial institutions in the country. With the availability of goods and 
services, organizations need proactive strategies, the absence of which can lead to a 
steady decline of market share (Collier, 2006). Researchers recommend making service 
quality a cornerstone of an organizations marketing strategy in order to ensure successful 
business (Asubonteng et al., 2013; Collier, 2009). Customers have become 
knowledgeable and this has gradually led to a greater degree of “consumer sovereignty” 
(Blanchard & Galloway, 2014), when making a choice. Customers‟ choice of a bank over 
another is based on several factors such as the location, interest rates, quality of service 
delivery and the bank’s reputation. However, service quality is seen as one of the key 
factor and thus has received considerable attention by organizations. Stafford (2013) 
opines that the financial services, particularly banks, compete in the marketplace with 
generally undifferentiated products, therefore service quality becomes a primary 
competitive weapon. The banking industry is highly competitive; banks do not only 
compete among each other; but also with non-banks and other financial institutions both 
local and foreign Kaynak and Kucukemiroglu, (2014); Hull, (2012). In the quest to 
improve its services, retain and attract customers, Post bank has introduced innovative 
measures like extended business hours, ATM network, internet banking, and improved 
banking hall facilities among others, all in the interest of enhancing customer’s comfort. 
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These efforts which aim at bringing satisfaction to the customers seem to be futile. 
Customer’s preferences and expectations seem not to match up with the bank’s initiatives. 
There is incessant complaint of long waiting at the banking hall, failure of network 
system and Automatic Teller Machines; low interest rates on deposit accounts, non-
competitive products, just to mention but a few that has led in defection to other banks. 
The emerging situation calls for the assessment of the impact of service quality in relation 
to customer expectation and service performance to help Post Bank to improve its service 
quality and enhance satisfaction so as to ensure customer retention (Collier, 2009). 
 
1.3 Objectives of the Study 
1.3.1 General Objective 
The main objective of this study was to establish the impact of service quality on 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. 
1.3.2 Specific Objectives 
i. To examine how employee motivation affects the quality of service to influence 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. 
ii. To establish how training impacts quality of service to increase customer satisfaction 
in the banking industry in Kenya. 
iii. To determine how corporate image enhances service quality in order to influence 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. 
iv. To determine the role of customer service on customer satisfaction in the banking 
industry in Kenya. 
1.4 Research Questions 
i. How does employee motivation affect the quality of service to influence customer 
satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya? 
ii. In what way does training impact quality of service to increase customer satisfaction in 
the banking industry in Kenya? 
iii. To what extent does corporate image enhance service quality in order to influence 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya? 
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iv. How much does customer service affect customer satisfaction in the banking industry 
in Kenya? 
 
 
1.5 Significance of the Study   
1.5.1 Management of Post Bank 
In today progressively focused condition, quality administration and consumer loyalty are 
basic to corporate associations. Conveying top notch benefit is connected to expanded 
benefits, cost reserve funds and corporate picture. Consumer loyalty is the course to 
support elite. Associations ought to know how client disappointment prompts absconding 
and long haul misfortunes. Guaranteeing quality client benefit is everyone's business in 
the association. Be that as it may, it is the administration’s obligation to create an 
environment that cultivates a client driven administration in a client arranged association 
(Lovelock, 2015). This exploration was of incredible criticalness to the administration of 
Post bank as it will call to attention particular issues and to what degree they influence 
the nature of administration in the bank and it will likewise prescribe the conceivable 
arrangements the bank can receive. 
1.5.2 Other researchers   
In many cases, effect of quality services on consumer loyalty has implied an entire 
redesign of the organization from innovative work and managing an account 
administration, and keeping money items to giving clients what they need, when they 
need it and how they need it. Behind the approach is a client centered reasoning for 
conveying the administrations that clients look for, piece of the pie and benefits are 
determined by keeping close remote clients (Bradley, 2015). To be fruitful, client centers 
must begin with a compelling duty from senior officials. In the meantime, it must be 
recognized that representatives who bargain straightforwardly with clients are in the key 
position to guarantee that a promoting arrangement works. Inventive keeping money 
organizations guarantee high inspiration among such representatives by enabling them to 
take care of client issues on the spot. The execution of the banks items and 
administrations from the shopper's perspective is assessed and a level of fulfillment 
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decided. The more noteworthy the levels of fulfillment, the more buyers are required to 
compensate the organization with their long haul reliability, which should bring about 
sound benefits ever a drawn out stretch of time. Along these lines exploration was of 
extraordinary centrality to different analysts as it will give foundation data to inquire 
about association and researchers who might need to do additionally look into here. This 
examination will likewise encourage singular specialists to distinguish holes in the flow 
research and do inquires in these territories and would give a chance to different scientists 
that were to abiding this field to characterize it better. 
1.5.3 General Public 
Research projects educate the response of decision makers to a range of important issues, 
therefore this research would be of great significance to the general public on being able 
to understand and differentiate what is good service quality and be able to understand the 
impact of quality service on their satisfaction. 
1.6 Scope 
Post bank Head office is located at Post bank House, 16th Banda Street, and city centre. 
The study took a period of 7 months as from May 2016 to November 2016.  
1.7 Chapter Summary 
This chapter contained the background of the study from which it was concluded that 
Good customer service provides an experience that meets customer expectations. It 
produces satisfied customers. Bad customer service can generate complaints. It can result 
in loss of sales, because consumers might take their business to a competitor, on the 
statement of the problem; there is incessant complaint of long waiting at the banking hall, 
failure of network system and Automatic Teller Machines; low interest rates on deposit 
accounts, non-competitive products, just to mention but a few that has led in defection to 
other banks. The emerging situation calls for the assessment of the impact of service 
quality in relation to customer expectation and service performance to help Post Bank to 
improve its service quality and enhance satisfaction so as to ensure customer retention.  
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.0 Introduction 
This chapter reviews the theoretical aspect of the study, it’s the secondary data of the 
research and it is carried out to give the theoretical account of the study.  It focuses on the 
review of past studies on the topic of the research study from a global and local 
perspective.  It also covers the objectives of the study acknowledging the sources of the 
information about the objectives, the critical analysis of the theoretical review and the 
summary of the research study. 
2.2 Theoretical Review 
2.2.1 Vroom’s Theory on Employee Motivation 
Vroom (1964) created anticipation hypothesis, a hypothesis of work inspiration. 
Anticipation hypothesis can be characterized in three parts valence, instrumentality, and 
hope. Valence is produced from earlier work created by Lewin (1938), &Tolman (1959), 
which means to be comprehended; to portray inclinations, or "full of feeling introductions 
toward results". A result can be marked as positive or approach result, negative or 
shirking result. Decidedly valet results are results in which the individual would favor 
accomplishing the result to not achieving the result, and adversely valet results are the 
point at which the individual inclines toward not accomplishing the result to achieving 
the result. Vroom goes ahead to depict that there might be contrasts between the 
fulfillment the individual hopes to get and real fulfillment. Foreseen fulfillment is noted 
as valence, and genuine fulfillment is marked as esteem. This hypothesis likewise 
highlights the level of inspiration as thought about positive result high revision, positive 
result low amendment, negative result level of connection, low redress encounter 
negative result, high rectification to the result of execution (Cushing and Allan, (2014). 
2.2.2 Human Relations Theory  
(Maslow, 1954; Mayo, 1933), for this situation the diminishment of hierarchical strain is 
held to lay on the capacity of people to accomplish self-satisfaction in the working 
environment. Specialists are viewed as subjectively extraordinary to different assets 
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utilized as a part of generation. Along these lines, if specialists are denied independence 
at work, or are decreased to going about as simple augmentations of the hardware they 
work, or are given work that hinders their ability to make and think, it is contended that 
they will constantly discover approaches to subvert the techniques for control that 
implement these conditions. The primary undertaking of administration on this 
origination is to control the working environment relations in ways that empower 
representatives to feel individual fulfillment with being required by the association. To 
this end, organizations working on this premise are relied upon to perceive the privilege 
of representatives to have a say by they way they are administered. They are additionally 
anticipated that would take a dynamic enthusiasm for building up the aptitudes of 
workers as methods for exhibiting a guarantee to their own prosperity. In whatever shape, 
the point of this administrative way to deal with worker relations is one that looks to 
decrease interior pressures by building up the feeling of working environment fulfillment 
felt by representatives through strategies that include them in the association and 
direction of work (Anderson, Anderson, and Glanze, 2014). 
2.3. Empirical Literature Review 
2.3.1 Employee Motivation  
Group of workers must be completed to work tougher, harder, and smarter and with extra 
eagerness. Agencies with adulate structures might be accomplished to the fundamental 
cause and errand design to the later. A person's concept may be incredibly supported via 
his or her oblivious character. Cost hypothesis inferred that idea rises up out of the 
transaction of jolt and response. For example, destitution motives the search for sketches 
and as soon as the character acquires business, works extreme preserving in thoughts the 
aim to extend income. Accessible superior, one more of the manner hypotheses of idea, 
He counselled that for individual preference there may be a conscious assessment of three 
components, which he states the motivational math. The components are; the man or 
lady's desires the popular outcomes and the e issue. He guided inspiration in affiliation 
might be expanded while implied affects are made clean and while there is feedback on 
execution. Also, he forewarned that human beings are additionally devoted to super 
cravings that have set themselves handily (2009). The decency concept attempts to offer 
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an explanation to pride with effects and count on bringing about modifications direct, this 
trendy characterizes notion as far as the endeavors any person makes to procedure and 
what he obtained in type contrasted with the unique human beings comparable ability. 
This uneasiness propels a man to restore value. The vitality of the subsequent conduct 
will differ in particular with the noteworthiness of the apparent imbalance (chase, 2009).  
Paintings pressure is incited to meet 5 lessons of cravings and these are: physiological 
needs, the requirement for sustenance, water, vicinity of shelter, garb and air, Wellbeing 
desires; the requirement for safety and wellbeing, Social wishes, requirement for 
companionship, love and acknowledgment ,Regard –as soon as social needs are met, they 
invent regard wishes like acknowledgment, notoriety and Self-of completion those are in 
reality the inclination delight and acknowledgment of one's capacity (Adams, 2013).  
Employment notion is the imperative issue to a happy work ways of existence. It drives 
the pleasant technique to improvement in calling. Employment proposal is a subjective 
marker that demonstrates how content material and man or woman feels even as 
appearing his/her obligations. It’s far subjective within the feeling that it can't be depicted 
by means of an unmarried estimation by me. Occupation thought is a subordinate of a 
vast quantity of variables with admiring to chance, strain, administration, work 
requirements, honest prizes and exceptional professional (Onstroff, 2014). 
Representative inspiration in the keeping money venture might be characterized as 
compelling that pushes people to settle on a specific procedure decision, keep on being 
on the assignment, and introduced exertion. The managing an account undertaking has 
posted three investigations in different segments of the division portraying inspirations of 
bank representatives measured through a scale progressed by methods for Kovach (2015) 
known as the ten assignment rousing components. The respondents in each of the 3 
considers, positioned the ten procedure rousing components one to ten, with one in light 
of the fact that the most extreme fundamental and ten as the slightest significant.  
In the examination of the Caribbean bank workers, (Charles and Marshall, 2014) isolated 
respondents into two classes: organismic and legitimate estimations. The organismic 
elements were properties that the workers had and passed on with them to the work 
situation. These elements included: age, sexual introduction, and preparing. Affiliation 
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factors were the properties that the pros obtained in light of their business. These 
progressive variables joined: the rank in the affiliation, measure of guest contact in their 
position, and the amount of years in that present position.  
Motivations for tipped laborers may have to a more prominent degree a relationship with 
their provoke manager or overseer (Lynn, 2012) States those hourly agents in the keeping 
cash industry are better tuned in to their motivation needs than organization and see 
motivation programs as 'hot air'.  
Due to those notions, Weaver (2012) made Theory M as a potential start for hourly 
delegates. The major guess of this speculation is to make delegates feel that they are 
being paid what they are worth. According to Weaver he fights that raising the most 
minimal pay allowed by law won't convey an unclear effect from the helper since it is not 
the same as being paid for what you are worth. Weaver battles that if each and every 
tipped delegate's wages were connected to their yield, the industry may have the ability to 
deal with its motivation issues.  
Delegate motivation is the level of imperativeness, obligation, and creative energy that a 
bank's workers apply to their occupations. Granbois, Donald, Summers and Gray a 
(2013) "there are a similar number of different systems for moving specialists, for 
instance, fortifying which incorporates offering execution based prizes structure and 
improved occupations that give independence and control, undertaking significance. 
Exactly when the capacity to make in the affiliation is pushed down from the best to line 
staff, agents who know an occupation thing or organization best are allowed to use their 
considerations to upgrade at. Godwin (2015), the capacity to make influences agents and 
focal points the affiliation. Tasks uniting additional time, thick work weeks, or occupation 
sharing have been powerful in focusing overwhelmed agents towards the work to be done 
and a long way from the solicitations of their private lives.  
Fornel and Westbrook (2014) states the sharing of an association's advantages offers 
propelling power to laborers to make a quality thing play out a quality organization, or 
upgrade the idea of a method inside the association. Shown non-money related positive 
help speedier brotherhood and joins affirmation, commitment and movement. Boss who 
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see the "little wins" of specialists with respectability and respect will watch their 
delegates to be more to be more significantly lively.  
As indicated by Torrington (2012) inspiration is worried about the capacity to seek after 
and impact the practices of individuals. It is not quite recently the control of assets by 
businesses and setting circumstance which give others little decisions yet to consent to 
render the administrations required. Eimicke (2011) upon inspiration as an uplifting 
disposition towards work made an interpretation of in to deliberate action while Mullins 
(2009) characterizes it as bearing and steadiness of activity can worried about why 
individuals pick specific strategy in inclination to others and why they proceed with 
picked activity over a long stretch and in the of challenges and issues. Koontz and 
Weihrich characterized it as the whole class of drives wants, needs wishes, and 
comparative strengths. In all the definition given, the basic elements of inspiration are 
individuals' longings and their activities are resolved. Workers utilize inspiration an 
instrument to point to representatives the heading they take in the execution of their 
obligations Koontz and Weihrich (2014).  
Specialist fortifying writing indentifies coherent and methodology that progress and 
support reinforcing. For example Burke (2016) suggests that away to empower laborers is 
to express trust in them together with working up sensible world class wants for them. 
Oldham (2005) propose execution based reward system and upgraded occupations that 
give independence and control undertaking character open entryways for proficient 
achievement and task essentialness as ways to deal with connect with agents. At the 
affiliation level, that fortifying could be proficient through laborer decision and specific 
aptitudes together with a culture which grit confidence and facilitated exertion as opposed 
to competition. A rational and process importance of fortifying was offered by Bowen 
and Lawler (1992). They portray delegate reinforcing as giving to front line specialists, 
information an affiliation execution, in for about prizes in light of the affiliations 
execution, data that engage agents to fathom and add to affiliation execution and giving 
laborers the capacity to settle on decision that effect legitimate bearing and 
performance(Bowen,1992).  
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Maslow was hoping to elucidate why modified human beings are pushed via particular 
needs at precise conditions. His solution turned into those human wishes taken care of out 
in movement from the maximum pressing to the smallest. Human beings will enterprise 
to fulfil their maximum basic needs in any case, after which they forestall to be available 
assistant ultimately the character maintains in advance to fulfil the accompanying vital 
want. Maslow prescribed that individuals are impelled by means of five ranges of 
prerequisites. Physiological conditions the necessity for aid, water, air shields. Security: 
these consolidate the necessity for protection and safety. Social needs-the majority need 
affection. Banks need an area with a meeting and feel required e.g. they search for social 
activities, faith and way of life. Appreciate desires-they are conditions for affirmation, 
seasoned and effect over others. Self-achievement those are suppositions of smugness 
and affirmation of one’s capability (Maslow, 2015). 
 
2.3.2 Employee Training  
Training is the method for expanding information and abilities of a representative for 
doing precise occupations. Its miles a readied motion meant to make a change in the 
behavior of people and to enable them perform their employments in an extra powerful 
way. It's likewise giving specialized mastering, manipulative capabilities, and vital 
questioning limit and respectable states of mind Salem (2010). The purpose of schooling 
is to enhance knowledge and abilities and to exchange demeanors. It's far a standout 
amongst the most fundamental spark and is the crucial aspect to advanced authoritative 
standard execution. It contains the crevices among what must happen and what's taking 
place. New competencies and aptitudes are required to paintings efficiently top the clean 
out of the field new methodologies and contraption. People must be organized for 
sparkling out of the container new occupations and for taking care of the modern 
employments the entire extra efficiently. New work force need to examine properly with 
the goal that they will become being green. Current employees have to be prepared for 
taking up strange nation employments. Tutoring is treasured no longer satisfactory for the 
commercial enterprise but additionally for workers. Viable education dietary supplements 
comprehension, flair and practices of the humans their execution. More desirable 
fashionable execution will result in raised productiveness, hoisted benefits for the 
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affiliation and alongside these strains exact aftereffects of putting sources into schooling 
(Mullins, 2012).  
 
Any enterprise that longings to be triumphant and hold prevailing wishes to enroll and 
hold a personnel collectively with individuals who are slanted to simply well-known 
exchange and to analyses and expand constantly. An accurately deliberate and did 
training course can gain elevated reliable control capacities, development in each 
legislature of an intensive foundation and power about the organization’s run of the mill 
operations and objectives. Greater noteworthy appointment of professional considering 
authorities now not some distance off are higher showed and geared up for assure 
improved commitments. Training is probably tried inside by using technique for the use 
of awesome shape or remotely through aides (Leisley, 2014).  
 
The clean and successful jogging of an organization or association relies upon direct on 
how properly its delegates by no means-endingly require some sort of get geared up 
earlier than they are able to hold up their paintings at the same time as the extra settled 
employees will oblige get geared up to hold them subsequent to each different with 
inventive alternate. They must sometimes be carried out higher in their present positions 
through some form of get prepared and except be set up for possible progressions and 
trades. Regardless of the manner that association has unmistakable fashions and 
frameworks, each spreads thoroughly a similar cycle but there may be no single most 
ideal method to control get ready since the most realistic system relies upon on upon the 
foundation using the planning, its theme, and length of get-collectively of individuals and 
property available (Waweru, 2014). 
As according to Maslow (2014) human wishes can be masterminded in a revolutionary 
manner with deliver down degree wishes being an vital of higher request wishes. The 
bottom level comprises of physiological desires, i.e.: sustenance and secure residence. 
After a man or woman has carried out pride of the physiological desires, the subsequent 
level advances to wishes comprising of: wellness and safety desires. Necessities for 
adoration, friendship, and belongingness exist inside the level above well-being and 
safety, and begin to start extra multiplied amount needs as the two base levels have been 
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physical requirements. This subsequent stage above social wishes incorporates of persona 
and regard needs. After these requirements are met the final degree contains of the 
requirement for self-awareness, to be definitely created as a man. 
In accordance with Cole (2009), the favors of tutoring are lessen getting to know prices, 
beautify character institution and enterprise fashionable execution in expressions of yield 
first-rate, velocity and trendy performance. Enhance operational adaptability via multi 
skilling. Drawing in high splendid work force by offering selecting up studying of and 
alternate doable outcomes, increasing their degree of fitness, decorate their talents, 
allowing them to accomplish extra movement fulfilment, to income higher rewards and to 
boost. Increment consultant responsibility through urging them to find with the project 
and focuses of the organization, offer skill and capacities that assistance workers oversee 
trade. Encourages develop awesome culture in the association; supply better scopes of 
dealer to customers (Cole, 2010). 
To beautify overall performance in company transport, banking sector ought to construct 
the potential to draw and rent an good enough range of tremendous staffs (argote and 
Ingram, 2000) shows that the critical thing to carrier delivery is to adapt to situations 
which is probably constantly converting and that the lengthy-term winners are the 
outstanding adapters, but aren't always the winners of nowadays’ race for market percent. 
Business organization terrific of company frequently fails because of the sum fashionable 
of reputedly inconsequential events bobbing up from personnel lack of capacity as in 
itself carrier delivery calls for particular ability stages and experience which want to be 
continuously located out (Argote, 2000). 
Profoundly skilled, overseers, and subordinate staff are basic to creating great results and 
successful quality change consequently association development. There is requirement 
for specific contracting of qualified staff. Effective enrollment and maintenance of staff is 
fixing to strengthen of staff that must be dealt with as full accomplices in the association 
operation and given open doors for progression. The associations need to put 
extraordinary accentuation on enrolling and holding top level administration and staffs, 
joined by a push to urge these experts to frame working groups, including caseworkers, 
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social specialists, and others, to advance quality (Brown and Duguid, 2003).  
While considering staff limit, both ability and the quantity of staff expected to convey 
administrations to the customers is critical. Preparing and advancement empowers the 
workers to get abilities for higher execution. In this manner, he says associations should 
likewise utilize preparing and improvement to make aptitude in their work drive that will 
prompt authoritative viability. He additionally remarks that preparation in business 
system and financial aspects is basic to getting representatives required in association. 
Specialized preparing is likewise basic to their building up the aptitudes they have to 
perform work assignments (Lawler, 2008).  
Human Resources, are the most important resources of any association, with the 
machines, materials and even the cash, nothing completes without labor. Presented that 
Training is an orderly improvement of the information, abilities and states of mind 
required by workers to perform satisfactorily on a given assignment or occupation. It can 
happen in various courses, at work or off the employment; in the association or outside 
association. Adeniyi (2005) watched that staff preparing and advancement is a work 
movement that can make an exceptionally huge commitment to the general viability and 
gainfulness of an association. 
He therefore, provides a systematic approach to training which encases the main elements 
of training. Buttrick, (2009) adds that training results to fewer accidents since errors are 
likely to occur if employees lack knowledge and skills required for doing a particular job. 
He further notes that employees become an asset of the organization and there is 
increased productivity since training improves efficiency and productivity of employees. 
The service delivery function should be made a part of the required competencies of 
senior managers, and efficient discharge of this function should be made a performance 
requirement of senior management.  
 
According with gupta (2013) schooling is the system of growing the know-how and skills 
for doing a particular process. It is an organized technique by using which human beings 
analyze knowledge and abilities for a particular process. The cause or education is 
basically to bridge the space between task requirement and gift competence of a 
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company. Training is geared toward enhancing the behavior and performance of a person. 
Training is carefully related with education and improvement however it needs to be 
differentiated from schooling and improvement because schooling is for particular 
mission/ activity. Training is the method via which the capability, skill and abilities of 
personnel to perform particular jobs are accelerated even as schooling is system of 
increasing standard understanding and know-how of employees. Improvement is a long 
time training system using a systematic and prepared processes by way of which 
managerial character examine connectional and theoretical information for standard 
motive (Maryann, 2013). 
Saleemi (2010) found that preparation is the way of expanding the learning and ability of 
a laborer for doing a particular procedure. Its miles a sorted out diversion intended to 
make a trade inside the pondering and conduct of people and to enable them to carry out 
their employments in a more prominent productive way. In industry, it suggests granting 
specialized data, manipulative abilities, bother tackling limit and inspirational mentalities. 
The rationale of preparing is to empower the staff to get to know their blessing or 
potential occupations and furthermore development their data and abilities. it makes new 
workers more compelling and green. It makes the vintage representatives familiar with 
new machines and systems by method for clean their skill. Preparing is compelling just 
while it is legitimately thought and proficiently finished. The adequacy of a tutoring 
program should be assessed with the goal that fundamental improvements can be made in 
it incidentally. 
As per Gupta (2013) training is required because of the accompanying reasons; to enable 
the representatives to achieve the employment necessities. Representatives chose may do 
not have the capabilities required to play out the employment viably. New and 
unpracticed representatives require definite guidelines for viable execution at work. New 
representatives should be given introduction training to make them acquainted with the 
occupation and the association. Because of the changing innovation the association needs 
to prepare its representatives for them to adjust to the progressions. Training winds up 
noticeably essential when a representative moves starting with one employment then onto 
the next because of advancement or exchange. Representatives decided for more elevated 
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amount occupations should be prepared before they are made a request to play out their 
higher obligations. Training is broadly used to plan representatives to more elevated 
amount employments. Requirement for training has expanded because of developing 
many-sided quality of employments, worldwide rivalry, developing yearnings and 
perpetually expanding crevice amongst arrangements and results.  
 
Saleemi (2010) contends that a completely a good deal arranged and splendid training 
gadget can deliver many focal points. Training enhances the great and quantity of work 
yield. It builds the gaining knowledge of and aptitudes of people, therefore the efficiency 
and execution of the association increments. Schooling lessens the time and price 
required to achieve the nice stages of execution, and there may be no time squandered 
thru experimentation. Training causes workers to grow to be quicker to their career 
alongside these lines helping them to development to higher posts. it creates uplifting 
dispositions among representatives. Profession success and self belief are better because 
of ascending in obtaining and agency stability of the representatives. This lessens 
employee grievances since open doors for internal advancement are handy to all round 
prepared college. In the end training diminishes the requirement for close and steady 
supervision of experts. A very plenty prepared representative is independent in paintings 
and dislikes to share paintings. In this manner, supervisory weight is reduced and the 
traverse of supervision may be amplified. 
Proper leaders recognize that the key to successful leadership is to never prevent looking 
for opportunities for talent improvement. Management training presents precious records 
for contemporary leaders and people who're thinking about assuming some management 
obligations (olive, 2011). Heck Owens (2014) training sports can simplest serve to 
advantage those who take benefit of available possibilities. Training presents leaders with 
equipment, knowledge and capability to effect and inspire their followers. 
Stressing is the arrangement of developing data and aptitudes of a laborer for doing exact 
employments. It's far a readied leisure activity intended to make another in considering 
and conduct of people and to permit them carry out their employments in more green 
way. It’s additionally bestowing specialized data, manipulative capacities, bother settling 
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ability and brilliant states of mind Salem (2010). The reason for preparing is to improve 
comprehension and skills and to change states of mind. Its miles one of the most extreme 
key spark and is the imperative thing to cutting edge office general execution. It 
empowers to accommodate crevices among what should show up and what is occurring. 
New capacities and aptitudes are required to perform proficiently top the new procedures 
and hardware. Workers should consider for new employments and for managing the 
present occupations additional accurately (Fanharm, 2015). 
2.3.3 Corporate Image 
Corporate Image alludes to a mutual importance, shared understanding and shared sense 
making. The esteem any association puts on good examples, through the arrangement of 
supplements, and combined with representative desires bigly affects building up the spirit 
of specialists. Mullins says that picture impacts on most parts of hierarchical life, for 
example, how choices are made, who makes them, how rewards are appropriated, who is 
advanced, how individuals are dealt with and how association reacts to natural changes 
(Morgan, 2014).  
Regardless of whether an association tries to fabricate a picture or not, all practices that 
have correspondence impact have an immediate or backhanded effect on authoritative 
picture, If corporate character consolidates imagery, interchanges and conduct to shape 
corporate identity, corporate picture is resolved not by the association, but rather by the 
impression of the objective gathering, and can be great, terrible, apathetic, dull or 
confounding. This recognition is very related with picture since; corporate picture is the 
observation that diverse gatherings of people have of an association and results from the 
group of onlookers' translation of the signals introduced by an association, Customers can 
tell which organizations have a decent client benefit culture and which ones don't, and 
which the pay framework has a significant impact. Harrington (2013) Organizational 
values are convictions and thoughts, about, what sorts of objectives individuals from an 
association should seek after and the fitting sorts or models of conduct authoritative 
individuals should use to accomplish these objectives. From hierarchical values creates 
authoritative standards, rules or desires that recommend suitable sorts of conduct by 
workers specifically circumstances and control the conduct of authoritative individuals 
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towards each other in the general public where they exist. In the previous 25 years, the 
idea of authoritative culture has increased wide acknowledgment as an approach to 
comprehend human frameworks. From an open framework point of view, every part of 
corporate picture can be viewed as a critical natural condition influencing the framework 
and its subsystem. Expanded rivalry, globalization, mergers, acquisitions, collusions, and 
different workforce divisions have made a more prominent requirement for corporate 
picture (Aaker, 2014). 
Consequently, it has become an essential pattern for the organization's development. 
Corporate image centre’s thirty years of experience of constructing lifestyle, combined 
with imaginative and prescient hyperlink technique, affords a whole tenet of six vital 
factors of place of business cultural effectiveness with the power of strategic mapping 
and the balanced scorecard. This demonstrated and exceptionally powerful management 
concept brings about an instantaneous linkage between the sports and measurements of 
each accomplice at each stage of the company with the vision and approach of the 
enterprise as a whole. Therefore, the company image graph centre with all its offerings 
has improved the culture of many companies and has additionally proved to be the 
primary choice of a few of the organizations. It has added knowledge and passion to the 
consulting area and has been an exceptionally effective manner for some of the corporate 
businesses.Via availing the offerings of corporate image centre, you too, can enhance 
your company image graph (Cole, 2013).  
A venture picture alludes to how an office is seen. It's far a generally customary picture 
of what an organization remains for. Ordinarily, an organization's picture is intended to 
be alluring to people in general, all together that the business can start an interest among 
clients, make offer of musings, create image reasonableness, and therefore encourage 
item salary. A company's picture isn't completely made by method for the business 
endeavor. Different supporters of a business' picture diagram ought to include data, 
media, correspondents, efforts unions, ecological organizations, and distinctive keeping 
money foundations (Hieze, 2011).  
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Corporate picture insinuates how a business is seen. It's the all around recognized picture 
and what an association stays for. A corporate picture is planned to be drawing in 
individuals when all is said in done, with the goal that the association can talk an 
eagerness among purchasers, make offer of mind make stamp ill will, and thusly support 
thing bargains. A corporate picture is the acknowledgment that the general populace 
holds about a particular affiliation. Various affiliations contribute a great deal of time and 
diverse resources with a true objective to affect the evaluation that buyers hold about the 
things offered by the affiliation and furthermore its activities, (Schein, 2014). This system 
of creating positive publicizing connects with collaborate with purchasers, and also the 
on-running relationship with the media organizations and distinctive components that 
have a quick and circuitous impact on prominent conclusion. A champion among the 
most basic techniques for trim a corporate picture is setting up and keeping up positive 
relationship with the general populace, (Schein, 2014). 
Corporate image is discernment in the client's mind that reflects association. The 
corporate image is additionally characterized as general impression which is made in 
client mind towards association. Doane and Zinkhan (2013) clarified that corporate image 
is an enthusiastic elucidation which comprises of convictions and sentiments. 
Administration quality is decidedly associated with corporate image. Ozer (2015) 
clarifies that corporate image is developed in client mind because of better administration 
and experience getting from the association. Client maintenance has an immediate 
positive association with corporate image in media transmission, retailing and the 
instruction division. 
As indicated by saw quality model (Gronroos, 2014) saw quality is a relationship of 
expected quality which is created through correspondence aptitude, image, client needs 
and experience quality. Many investigations demonstrated that when an organization 
gives better administrations to clients it fulfills customers and positively affect 
authoritative image. Corporate image is a device which measures association 
believability, quality and conduct maintenance.  
Davies, Chun, Da Silva and Roper (2013) demonstrated that anything could be a 
corporate, for example, an organization, corporate or name. Corporate image is an 
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observation about a corporate held in shopper memory. Corporate are elusive resources 
for organizations that are hard to impersonate, and it is not the same as items corporate s 
as underscoring the vital of corporate esteems. At the point when customers buy items 
from an organization, they purchase items as well as get an arrangement of qualities 
shape the organization. Corporate image are an entirety of qualities speaking to the 
corporate, and a positive corporate image is help organizations to build rivalry as well as 
urge shoppers to re-buys. Customers more ideal the image has higher seen in quality, 
esteem, fulfillment and maintenance.  
Fulfillment can be isolated into two methodologies either as an exchange particular 
fulfillment (Olsen and Johnson, 2013) or as a total fulfillment/post-utilization fulfillment. 
After 19s, numerous scientists see fulfillment as clients' combined, after buy, and general 
judgment about obtaining conduct. As indicated by Oliver (2015), fulfillment is 
characterized from the blend of both fondness (feeling) and discernment approach as "the 
purchaser's satisfaction reaction. It is a judgment that an item or administration highlight, 
or the item or administration itself, gave (or is giving) a pleasurable level of utilization 
related satisfaction, including levels of under-or over-satisfaction" 
 
In line with Schein, (2012) company image or way of life is the maximum organizational 
characteristic to trade, outlasting organizational merchandise, services, founders, 
leadership and all other physical attributes of the enterprise. This organizational model 
illuminates culture from the standpoint of the observer, defined with the aid of three 
cognitive ranges of organizational subculture. At the primary and maximum cursory 
degree Scheins version is organizational characteristic that may be visible, felt and heard 
through the unlimited observers collectively referred to as artifacts. Covered are the 
centers, places of work, furnishings, visible awards and reputation, the manner that its 
individuals dress, how all people visibly interacts with each other and with organizational 
outsiders, and even employer slogans, task statements and other operational creeds. The 
next stage deals with the professed lifestyle of a business enterprise’s individuals. At this 
stage, local and private values are widely expressed inside the enterprise. Organizational 
behaviour at this degree usually may be studied by means of interviewing the agency’s 
club and the usage of questionnaires to accumulate attitudes approximately organizational 
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membership. 
2.3.4 Customer services  
Client benefit includes assignment situated exercises other than proactive offering that 
includes cooperation’s with client face to face by media communications or via mail. This 
capacity ought to be planned, performed and spoken in view of two objectives. That is 
consumer loyalty and operational proficiency. Administrations are offered up close and 
personal, connections and conduct of the specialist co-op is impression of what occurs in 
the firm inside (Lovelock, 2014).  
Displaying of cash related organizations is significantly more broad and more personality 
boggling with a lot of participation between the affiliations and moreover between the 
organizations made, sold and used. The customer perspective of the organization is drawn 
from the personality and direct of the person. Quality customer advantage is connected 
with perspective, a mentality and hypothesis of cooperating that burdens a strong 
obligation and a genuine sense of duty regarding satisfying customers. It advocates 
making satisfaction the fundamental need of the association (Lovelock 2011). 
Employees quality service may be viewed because the training to which an employee’s 
addresses clients' issues and choice (Lewis, B. and Soureli, M., 2016). Employees quality 
service might be the reason be able to be characterized because the assessment among 
customer goals of employees and saw benefit. on the off chance that desires are more 
noteworthy than that of execution, at that point saw excellent is not as tons as agreeable 
and ultimately patron unhappiness appear Parasuraman (2014). Employees great is one of 
those factors that add to consumer loyalty, in others words a part of customer loyalty 
degree. The level of client loyalty is the aftereffect of the clients exam of the employees 
first-class anticipated in a given employees experience, with the plain employees fine as 
per Zeithaml, (2006).  
As consistent with Lewis (2006), the qualification is that during measuring patron loyalty, 
the genuine encounter of the patron is the idea of appraisals whilst in gain excellent 
estimation; the customer encounter is not required. Moreover, Zeithaml (2006) 
hypothesized that, success or unhappiness is a degree or evaluation of an object or 
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employees’ potential to cope with a customer's issue or desires. inside the occasion that a 
consumer of an affiliation is satisfied with the affiliation's employees, the aftereffect of so 
as to spark off consumer reliability to that affiliation and renovation of the client, which 
is sure for the affiliation due to the fact it is able to likewise imply better blessings, better 
piece of the overall enterprise, and expanding customer base (Lewis, 2006). 
 
It is vital to recognize your customer's size characteristics which are age, intercourse, 
getting ready ranges and occupation. Moreover their personal features like feelings, 
mind-sets, slants, dreams and social affinities. Know how a customer is treated in light of 
the manner that we select up from grumblings as needs be we should respect and deal 
with our clients properly. The manner we address their troubles has essential whole deal 
repercussions, beat customer relentlessness and fulfilment of our association. Exactly 
whilst workers examine properly with clients and supply the wonderful enterprise they 
require, there may be from time to time a need to re-attempt techniques to please clients. 
Affiliations that try particular tries to deal with customers' problems maintain the vintage 
clients and increment new customers (Martin 2015). 
Ensuring first-class management is anyone's enterprise inside the association. Be that as it 
can, it's far for the most part a pinnacle management duty of making a site that cultivates 
customer driven employees in a consumer situated business enterprise. Beat employees 
reliably assesses the importance of being a consumer focused enterprise and placing 
enthusiasm of the customer a leader of every single other customer of the company's 
property. Engaging in inconceivably exquisite patron gain is a right away aftereffect of 
getting staggeringly extremely good administrators (Saleem, 2010)  
The interrelationship among consumer management and management is crucial to the 
factor that associations which do not grasp it are their personal unique risk. Many 
corporations have endeavored to decorate client benefit without tending to crucial issues 
requiring employee’s trade. The estimation of mind boggling consumer employees has to 
be profoundly mounted inside the manner of life of the institutions and inside the man or 
woman benefits of each serving character from the association. The affiliation's way of 
life need to join trustworthiness and openness, adaptability and a domain in which most 
capability can be come to and longing to song in to customer and personnel (Mantle, 
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2013).  
The accomplishment of any business affiliation is controlled via customer benefit. 
Closeness to customers is urgent considering that they're always the excellent wellspring 
of data. A client's impact of corporation fine is essential as the genuine quality service, 
which can be measured towards conclusions for the component or corporation. High-
quality service customer business enterprise will make the consumer copiously 
enchanted. Customer’s dedication will swing cause extra repeat commercial enterprise. 
Enchanted clients are affiliation's first-rate deals delegate and perky customers hold 
putting forward about the satisfactory corporation they get to numerous customers 
(Mahan &Plowaman, 2014)  
 
Customer gain is the arrangement of employees to customers some time currently, amid 
and after a purchase. As indicated by means of Turban et al. (2002), customer advantage 
is a development of sports intended to upgrade the extent of consumer loyalty, in this way 
the inclination that an object or management has met the patron desire. From the attitude 
of a trendy offers system building exertion, customer benefit assumes an important 
element in an association's potential to create revenue and income. Thinking about this 
point of view, customer management ought to be included as a prime aspect of a standard 
way to deal with orderly trade. A consumer benefit revel in can change the entire 
commentary a patron has of the affiliation. Besides, a check one may additionally revel in 
when operating with consumer benefit is to assure that you have concentrated your 
consideration on the proper key areas, measured via the perfect key execution marker. 
There is no test to concoct a wonderful deal of enormous key execution recommendations 
however the test is to select more than one which mirror your popular technique (Blas 
and Limb Ambala 2011).  
 
The regular patron loyalty listing is particularly recognized with seen ability of individual 
employee’s affiliation to satisfy the management time necessity. Customers leave 
dissatisfied once they sense have invested excessively energy in something which could 
take much less time. Best is visible equitably and subjectively (Blummberg, 2009). 
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2.3 Summary 
Specialist inspiration inside the keeping money industry might be depicted a weight that 
pushes individuals to make a particular undertaking inclination, keep on being on the 
assignment, and put in endeavor. The saving money industry has distributed three 
explores in various parts of the world depicting inspirations of bank laborers measured by 
method for a scale called the 10 errand persuading components (Cole, 2012).  
 
Preparing is the strategy of developing data and capacities of a representative for doing 
extraordinary employments. It's far a readied intrigue intended to make a trade in 
considering and conduct of people and to empower them carry out their occupations in 
more noteworthy green way. it is likewise exhibiting specialized know-how, manipulative 
capacities, inconvenience settling limit and brilliant states of mind the favors of tutoring 
are limit picking up learning of charges, improve character team and organization 
execution in expressions of yield best, speed and fundamental efficiency. Organization 
picture alludes to a common which implies, shared understanding and shared sense make. 
The cost any business venture puts on part designs, by means of the arrangement of 
supplements, and coordinated with representative hugely affects developing the 
confidence of individuals (Oliver, 2014).  
 
The interrelationship among client administration and administration is critical to the 
point that organizations which do now not exemplify it are their own special risk. 
Numerous enterprises have endeavored to enhance client bolster without tending to 
central issues requiring control interchange. The cost of first class client benefit must be 
profoundly implanted inside the lifestyle of the gatherings and inside the individual 
advantages of each serving individual from the undertaking. The organization's way of 
life must contain trustworthiness and transparency, adaptability and a domain where full 
limit can be come to and decision to tune in to supporter and gathering of laborers 
(Blumberg, 2009). 
2.4 Research gaps 
As of late there has been an expanded concentrate on the connection between 
association's nature of administration and client benefit (Madsen, 2015). Earlier 
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examinations have for the most part discovered a positive connection between corporate 
picture and firm execution (Jantunen et al., 2005). Notwithstanding, there are likewise 
ponders where such a relationship has not been discovered (Smart and Conant, 2014). 
One reason may be that the measure that has been utilized to evaluate the firm execution 
has ordinarily been a mix of both nature of administration and consumer loyalty 
(Salavou, 2015). 
 
Figure 2.1 Conceptual framework 
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2.5 Chapter Summary  
This section audited the hypothetical part of the investigation, it's the auxiliary 
information of the exploration and it is completed to give the hypothetical record of the 
examination where it had two speculations; Vroom's Theory on Employee Motivation and 
Human Relations Theory. It concentrates on the audit of past investigations on the point 
of the examination ponder from a worldwide and nearby viewpoint. It additionally covers 
the destinations of the investigation recognizing the wellsprings of the data about the 
targets, the basic examination of the hypothetical survey and the synopsis of the 
exploration think about. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.0 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the research methodology that was used to achieve the objectives 
set for this study. This included the research design, the target population sample size of 
the study, validity of sample, reliability, data collection instruments, data analysis 
technique.  
3.1 Research design 
The investigation utilized enlightening examination that was gone for portraying the 
effect of administration quality on consumer loyalty in the saving money industry in 
Kenya. As per Kraemer (2013) the reason for contextual analysis inquire about is to 
discover what circumstances, occasions, mentalities or sentiments are happening in a 
populace. Contextual investigation inquire about went for depiction gets some 
information about the circulation of a few marvels in a populace or among subgroups of a 
populace. The analyst's worry is basically to depict dissemination or to make correlations 
between dispersions. The plan was in this manner given a right record, individuals 
feeling, convictions and learning of effect of administration quality on consumer loyalty 
in the saving money industry in Kenya. 
3.2 Target Population 
Lyon (2015) characterizes target populace as all inclusive arrangement of the 
investigation of all individuals from genuine 'or speculative arrangement of individuals, 
occasions or questions which a specialist wishes to sum up the outcome. The objective 
populace of the examination for the most part got from the staff of post bank head 
office. The exploration utilized target populace of 121 people. 
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Table 3.1 Target Population 
 
Category Target Population Percentage 
Top Management 5 4 
Middle Management 7 9 
Support Staff 109 87 
Total 121 100 
3.3 Sample and Sampling Technique 
As indicated by (Mugenda and Mugenda, 2012), testing methodology alludes to a 
methodical procedure of choosing people to speak to the bigger gathering from which 
they were chosen. The scientist utilized stratified inspecting way to deal with cover the 
aggregate populace. Scholars have directed research on the specimen size to help 
scientists in examining outline so blunder may be diminished to achieve more elevated 
amount of trust in the gauge. Kothari, (2004) states that a specimen size of 30% to 40% 
could be considered. Thus the exploration suggests that this investigation was test 40% of 
the whole populace of the representatives in the association. From the objective populace 
of 121 people 40% yield an example size of 49 respondents. A specimen is an extent of 
the objective populace that is illustrative of the entire populace from which it is attracted 
request to sum up the exploration discoveries. 
3.4 Instruments 
The fundamental instruments for information accumulation in this exploration were 
through surveys. The analyst controlled surveys to the chiefs and the staff in the 
examination association. The selection of surveys as an information gathering device was 
touched base at after a nearby and top to bottom thought of the examination objectives 
and the objective gathering. 
3.5 Reliability and Validity 
Harper (2012) contends that for a survey to deliver valuable outcomes, it must have 
legitimacy and unwavering quality. In the event that the survey can really test what it is 
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expected for, it alludes to legitimacy, though, unwavering quality measures the 
significance. To test the unwavering quality and legitimacy of the poll, a pretest was 
done. The poll was managed to 6 respondents not in the investigation test in order to 
build up whether the survey measures what it indicates to quantify.  
3.6 Data Collection Procedure 
As indicated by Chandran (2012), Questionnaires give a high level of information 
institutionalization and appropriation of summed up data among any populace. They are 
valuable in an illustrative report where there is have to rapidly and effortlessly get data 
from individuals in a non-undermining way. Essential information was gathered utilizing 
polls which contained shut and open finished inquiries and furthermore liker-scale kind 
of inquiries to decide the elements influencing service quality in the banking sector. 
 
3.7 Data Analysis and Presentation 
Essential information gathered was coded and broke down with the assistance of the 
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS). The investigation utilized distinct 
measurements, for example, mean scores and standard deviations. Inferential 
measurement like connection and relapse investigation was done to build up the impacts 
of obtainment process on execution of area government. The outcomes were displayed 
utilizing tables, diagrams and outlines for simplicity of comprehension. 
 
3.8 Ethical Considerations 
3.8.1 Informed Consent 
Before conducting the research the researcher did a pre visit to the organization and seek 
information from the organization management and the researcher was involved the 
management on the extent and what information the researchers seek. 
3.8.2 Voluntary Participation 
The research was voluntary and non of the respondent was cowered to take part in the 
research however the researcher took time to explain to the respondents the importance of 
this research to them and to the research and any participation was highly appreciated  
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3.8.3 Confidentiality 
All data that was collected in the organization was only for education purpose and no 
information was reproduced without the consent of the organization and the researcher.  
3.8.4 Privacy 
The respondents were assured that the information they shared was confidential and was 
all respondents were not allowed to give their personal details and all information was 
coded  
3.8.5 Anonymity 
A “strictly nameless” study design is one in which it's far not possible to trace records or 
records lower back to the studies problem from whom it was acquired.  In different 
phrases, the records cannot be recognized to any precise studies participant, not even by 
the researcher.  The research did a complete separation, the take a look at design involved 
inside the creation of a code linking the subject’s identification to a pseudonym, as the 
identity of the problem can be traced to the statistics, written consent shape became 
accrued, and this consent shape needs to be separated from the facts that the problem 
offers. 
3.9 Chapter Summary 
This chapter focused on the research design and methodology employed to gather data 
for the study.  In this chapter, the researcher discussed the research design, sources and 
type of data, sampling design, and data collection techniques and instruments as well as 
data collection procedures and data analysis. And the ethical consideration observed in 
the study. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
DATA ANALYSIS, PRESENTATION AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the data analysis and presentation of the research data from the 
respondents who filled the questionnaires. In this regard, the investigation on the factors 
affecting impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in 
Kenya with reference to Post Bank was well exhausted since the information given was 
reliable. 
4.2 Analysis of the Responses  
4.2.1 Response Rate 
Table 4.1 Response Rate Analyses 
Category  Frequency Percentage 
Response  41 84 
Non response  8 16 
Total  49 100 
Figure 4.1 Response Rate Analyses 
From figure 4.1 the duly filled questionnaires were equivalent of 78% of the total 
questionnaires administered while 22% was composed of that which were not well filled 
and those that were never filled or not returned. This indicates that this percentage was 
comprehensive enough to base the project on.  
4.3 Descriptive Statistics 
4.3.2GenderAnalysis
Male
59%
Female
41%
s 
 
Figure 4.2 Gender Analysis 
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Out of the respondents who participated in the figure 4.2 shows that 59% of the 
respondents were male while 41% were female. This indicated that there are more male 
employees than females in the Post Bank. 
4.3.3 Age of Respondents 
Response Frequency Percentage 
18 yrs. – 30 yrs. 19 46 
31 yrs. – 40 yrs. 13 31 
41yrs – 50 yrs. 8 19 
Above 50 yrs. 1 4 
Total 41 100 
Table 4.1 Data on Ages of Respondents 
From the table 4.3 shows that majority of the respondents were between 18 and 30 years 
with 46% , those who were aged between 31 – 40 years were 31%, those who were aged 
between 41-50 years were 19% and the remaining 4% were aged 50 years and above. 
This showed that majority of the respondents in the Post Bank were between 18 and 30 
years. 
4.3.3 Highest level of education  
 
Figure 4.3 Analyses on Highest Educational Level 
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The table 4.4 and figure 4.4 shows that the majority of respondents have college level of 
education with 54% confirming,35% of the respondents said they had university 
education, 11% said they had secondary level of education while the remaining 2% of the 
respondents had primary level education. This showed that majority of the respondents 
had diplomas from college and were educated. 
4.3.5 Experience level 
Experience level Frequency Percentage 
Less than 2 years 9 21 
2- 5 years 19 46 
6-7 years 6 15 
8-10years  5 11 
Above 10 years 2 7 
Total 41 100 
Table 4.2 Analysis of Experience level 
From the table 4.2 shows that majority of the respondents 46% of the respondents have a 
work experience of 2 to 5 years, 21% of the respondents had work experience of less than 
two years, 7% of the respondents had a work experience of above ten years while the 
remaining 15% had a work experience of 6 to 7 years and lastly 11% had a working 
experience of 8-10 years. This showed that majority of the respondents had a work 
experience of three to five years. 
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4.3.5 Communication 
Table 4.3 Response if Employee inspiration to work comprises of all drivers, 
constrains that causes the representative need to accomplish certain points. 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
 
Figure 4.3 Response if Employee inspiration to work comprises of all drivers, 
constrains that causes the representative need to accomplish certain points. 
The finding of the investigation demonstrates that 34.1% of the respondents 
unequivocally concur representative's inspiration to work comprises of all drivers; 
constrains that reason the worker need to accomplish certain points. 22% of the 
respondents concurred, 14.6% of the respondents had no clue though 14.6% of the 
respondents differ and 14.6% firmly oppose this idea. Dominant part of respondents 
affirmed that Response on if representative's inspiration to work comprises of all drivers, 
compels that causes the worker need to accomplish certain points., this prompted the 
understanding that sharing of an organization's benefits offers motivator to workers to 
deliver a quality item play out a quality administration, or enhance the nature of a 
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procedure inside the organization 
Table 4.4 Response on whether employees are influenced to meet five classes of 
desires and those are: Physiological needs, the need for meals, water, safe haven, 
garb and air. 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 6 14.6 14.6 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 14 34.1 34.1 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
 
  
 
Figure 4.4 Response on whether employees are influenced to meet five classes of 
desires and those are: Physiological needs, the need for meals, water, safe haven, 
garb and air. 
The finding of the study shows that 12.1% of the respondents strongly agree response on 
whether employees are influenced to meet five classes of desires and those are: 
Physiological needs, the need for meals, water, safe haven, garb and air., 24.7% of the 
respondents agreed, 17.1% of the respondents had no idea whereas 31.7% of the 
respondents disagreed and 14.7% strongly disagreed. Greater part of respondents 
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affirmed that reaction on whether representatives are roused to fulfill five classes of 
necessities and these are: Physiological requirements, the requirement for nourishment, 
water, safe house, dress and air. This exploration finding agrees with Torrington (2012) 
inspiration is worried about the capacity to seek after and impact the practices of 
individuals 
 
Table 4.5 Response on whether Job motivation is a subjective indicator that 
indicates how content an individual feels even as performing his/her responsibilities 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Response on whether Job motivation is a subjective indicator that 
indicates how content an individual feels even as performing his/her responsibilities 
Category Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 5 12.1 12.1 12.1 
Agree 10 24.4 24.4 36.5 
No Idea 7 17.1 17.1 53.6 
Disagree 13 31.7 31.7 85.3 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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The finding of the examination demonstrates that 14.6% of the respondents 
unequivocally concur Response on whether Job inspiration is a subjective pointer that 
shows how content an individual feels while playing out his/her obligations, 22% of the 
respondents concurred, 14.6% of the respondents had no clue though 34.1% of the 
respondents differ and 14.6% firmly oppose this idea. Lion's share of respondents 
affirmed that Response on whether Job inspiration is a subjective marker that 
demonstrates how content an individual feels while playing out his/her obligations, the 
examinations agree with Mullins (2009) characterizes it as heading and ingenuity of 
activity can explain why individuals pick specific strategy’s in inclination to others and 
why they proceed with picked activity over a long stretch in the face of challenges and 
issues. 
Table 4.6 Response on whether Job motivation is a derivative of a multitude of 
factors involving opportunity, stress, leadership. 
  
 
Category 
 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 13 31.7 31.7 12.1 
Agree 10 24.4 24.4 36.5 
No Idea 7 17.1 17.1 53.6 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 85.3 
Strongly 
Disagree 
6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100.0  
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Figure 4.6 Response on whether Job motivation is a derivative of a multitude of 
things regarding opportunity, strain, and leadership. 
The finding of the study shows that 31.7% of the respondents strongly agree Response on 
whether Job motivation is a derivative of a multitude of things regarding opportunity, 
strain, and leadership. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no 
idea whereas 12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority 
of respondents confirmed that derivative of a multitude of things regarding opportunity, 
strain, and leadership.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.3.6 Training 
Category Frequency C.Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
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Table 4.7 Response on whether the purpose of training is to improve knowledge and 
skills and to change attitudes. 
 
Figure 4.7 Response on whether the purpose of training is to improve knowledge 
and skills and to change attitudes  
On the way to evaluate the volume to which schooling impacts the impact of service 
quality on customer pride in the banking industry indications are that that 46.3% of the 
respondents strongly agree on whether or not the motive of schooling is to enhance 
knowledge and competencies and to trade attitudes. 26.8% of the respondents agreed, 9. 
Strongly Agree 19 46.3 46.3 46.3 
Agree 11 26.8 26.8 73.1 
No Idea 4 9.8 9.8 82.9 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 90.0 
Strongly Disagree 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency C.Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 19 46.3 46.3 46.3 
Agree 11 26.8 26.8 73.1 
No Idea 4 9.8 9.8 82.9 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 90.0 
Strongly Disagree 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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8% of the respondents had no concept while 12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 
2.4% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that the cause of schooling is to 
improve information and skills and to exchange attitudes. Primarily based at the study’s 
findings that concur with Salem (2010), the purpose of training is to improve 
understanding and capabilities and to change attitudes. It far one of the most important 
motivator and is the key to advanced organizational overall performance. It helps to 
reconcile the gaps between what should happen and what is happening. 
 
Table 4.8 Response on whether the benefits of training are minimize learning costs, 
improve individual team and corporate performance in terms of output quality, 
speed and overall productivity 
34.1%
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Figure 4.8 Response on whether the benefits of training are limit getting to know 
Category Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency Percent Valid 
Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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charges, improve individual team and company overall performance in terms of 
output best, velocity and standard productivity. 
The finding indicates that 34.1% of the respondents strongly agree.Theagree. The 
benefits of training are to decrease mastering expenses, enhance individual crew and 
company overall performance in terms of output pleasant, velocity and general 
productiveness, 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no idea 
while 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of 
respondents showed that the benefits of training are enhancing employee and company 
performance in phrases of output quality, speed and ordinary productiveness based totally 
on the study’s findings concur with Brown and Duguid, (2003) findings that notably 
professional, administrators, and ancillary workforce are vital to generating excessive 
exceptional outcomes and effective first-rate improvement subsequently agency growth. 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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Table 4.9 Response on whether training is the process of increasing knowledge and 
skills of an employee for doing particular jobs. 
 
Figure 4.9 Response on whether training is the process of increasing knowledge and 
skills of an employee for doing particular jobs. 
The response shows that 34.1% of the respondents strongly agree in response on whether 
education is the process of growing expertise and skills of a worker for doing precise 
jobs. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no concept while 
14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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respondents showed that reaction on whether or not education is the manner of increasing 
information and skills of an employee for doing precise jobs. The research findings 
concur with Argote and Ingram, (2000) saying findings to improve performance in carrier 
shipping and banking zone should build the capability to attract and hire an okay variety 
of first rate staffs. 
4.3.6 Corporate Image 
Table 4.10 Response on whether company image refers to a shared means, shared 
understanding and shared experience making. 
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Figure 4.10 Response on whether company image refers to a shared that means, 
shared understanding and shared experience making. 
The finding of the study shows that 31.7% of the respondents strongly agree in response 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 13 31.7 31.7 12.1 
Agree 10 24.4 24.4 36.5 
No Idea 7 17.1 17.1 53.6 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 85.3 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 13 31.7 31.7 12.1 
Agr e 10 24.4 24.4 36.5 
No Idea 7 17.1 17.1 53.6 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 85.3 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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on whether the company image refers to a shared means, shared understanding and 
shared experience making. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had 
no idea whereas 12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. 
Majority of respondents confirmed that response on whether corporate image refers to a 
shared meaning shared understanding and shared sense making. This research finding 
concurs with (Morgan, 2014). Company image refers to a shared that means shared 
understanding and shared experience making. The value any organization places on role 
models, through the system of complements, and coupled  
Table 4.12 Response on whether a company image is designed to be appealing to the 
general public, so that the company can communicate an interest among purchasers 
 
  
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 9 22.0 22.0 34.1 
Agree 14 34.1 34.1 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 9 22.0 22.0 34.1 
Agr e 14 34.1 34.1 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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Figure 4.12 Response on whether a company image is designed to be appealing to 
the general public, so that the company can communicate an interest among 
purchasers 
 
The finding of the take a look at indicates that 22.0% of the respondents strongly agree an 
enterprise image is designed to be attractive to most people, in order that the organization 
can communicate a hobby among consumers, 34.1% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of 
the respondents had no idea at the same time as 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 
14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that a corporate photograph is 
designed to be appealing to most people, so that the organization can speak a hobby 
among clients, the examination found that it famously upholds Hieze, (2011) one of the 
maximum fundamental techniques of shaping an agency photograph is organizing and 
preserving first-rate dating with the general public. 
Table 4.13 Response on a corporate image is the perception that the majority holds 
approximately a particular company. 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 13 31.7 31.7 12.1 
Agree 10 24.4 24.4 36.5 
No Idea 7 17.1 17.1 53.6 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 85.3 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
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Figure 4.13 Response on corporate image as the perception that the majority holds  
on particular company. 
The finding of the study shows that 31.7% of the respondents strongly agree in response 
that corporate image is the perception that the majority holds on a particular company. 
22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no idea whereas 12.1% of 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 13 31.7 31.7 12.1 
Agree 10 24.4 24.4 36.5 
No Idea 7 17.1 17.1 53.6 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 85.3 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents 
confirmed that corporate image is the perception that the majority holds on a particular 
company. The study revealed that the finds up holds Schein, 2014) findings that 
Corporate image refers to how a business is perceived. It’s generally the accepted image 
of a company .A company’s image is designed to be appealing to the general public, so 
that the company can communicate an interest among purchasers. 
4.3.7 Customer Services 
Table 4.14 Response on whether consumer belief of the carrier is drawn from the 
persona and behavior of the individual 
 
 
 
Figure 4.14 Response on whether consumer belief of the carrier is drawn from the 
persona and behavior of the individual 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 6 14.6 14.6 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 14 34.1 34.1 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 6 14.6 14.6 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 14 3 .1 3 .1 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 1 .6 1 .6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 00  
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The finding indicates that 12.1% of the respondents strongly agree in response on 
whether patron perception of the service is drawn from the character and behavior of the 
person, 24.7% of the respondents agreed, 17.1% of the respondents had no idea whereas 
31.7% of the respondents disagreed and 14.7% strongly disagreed. Majority of 
respondents confirmed that response on whether consumer perception of the service is 
drawn from the personality and conduct of the man or woman, these studies findings has 
the same opinion with Lovelock, (2011).The consumer belief of the carrier is drawn from 
the persona and behavior of the individual. 
Table 4.15 Response on whether excellent customer service is associated with 
mindset, a manner of questioning and philosophy of doing enterprise that 
emphasizes a sturdy dedication and a sincere willpower to pleasurable clients. 
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Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 14 34.1 34.1 34.1 
Agree 9 22.0 22.0 56.1 
No Idea 6 14.6 14.6 70.7 
Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 85.4 
Strongly Disagree 6 14.6 14.6 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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Figure 4.15 Response on whether excellent customer service is associated with 
mindset, a manner of questioning and philosophy of doing enterprise that 
emphasizes a sturdy dedication and a sincere willpower to pleasurable clients.  
The findings of the examination suggests that 34.1% of the respondents strongly agree in 
response on whether or not pleasant customer service is associated with mind-set, a way 
of thinking and philosophy of doing business agency that emphasizes a robust dedication 
and a sincere self-control to nice clients. , 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the 
respondents had no idea while 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly 
disagreed. Majority of respondents confirmed that reaction on whether or not high-quality 
customer service is associated with mind-set, a manner of wondering and philosophy of 
doing industrial organization that emphasizes a robust willpower and an honest willpower 
to satisfying clients. This led to the facts that exceptional customer support is related to 
thoughts-set, a manner of wondering and philosophy of doing business that emphasizes a 
robust commitment and an honest willpower to pleasurable customers. 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 19 46.3 46.3 46.3 
Agree 11 26.8 26.8 73.1 
No Idea 4 9.8 9.8 82.9 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 90.0 
Strongly Disagree 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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 Table 4.16 Response on whether the success of any business organization is 
determined by customer service.  
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Figure 4.16 Response on whether the success of any business organization is 
determined by customer service   
This allows you to examine the extent to which education impacts the implementation of 
HRIS, The findings shows that forty six.3% of the respondents strongly agree in response 
on whether the success of any business enterprise is determined via customer support. 
26.8% of the respondents agreed, nine.8% of the respondents had no concept whereas 
12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 2.4% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents 
confirmed that reaction on whether the achievement of any enterprise company is 
determined through customer support. In conclusion the research findings have the same 
opinion with Lewis (2006) findings. The difference is that during measuring client 
pleasure, the actual enjoyment of the consumer is the premise of assessments even as in 
carrier first-class dimension; the purchaser experience isn't always required. 
Category Frequency Percent Valid Percent Cumulative 
Percent 
Strongly Agree 19 46.3 46.3 46.3 
Agree 11 26.8 26.8 73.1 
No Idea 4 9.8 9.8 82.9 
Disagree 5 12.1 12.1 90.0 
Strongly Disagree 1 2.4 2.4 100.0 
Total 41 100.0 100  
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4.2 Limitations of the study 
4.2.1 Confidentiality 
Some respondents were reluctant to provide information citing issues of confidentiality. 
This was experience because this organization has various policies that govern secretive 
information sharing 
4.2.2 Lack of cooperation 
The researcher was not able to collect all the required information since some of the 
respondents were uncooperative to the extent that they refused to offer the information 
and therefore some questions were not answered. Some of them feared victimization and 
others felt like their time was wasted thus affecting the accuracy of the results. 
4.2.3 Fear of Victimization 
Some of the respondents especially the non-management staff were reluctant to fill 
questionnaires.  
4.3 Chapter Summary 
The chapter focused on data analysis, results presentation and discussion of the findings. 
The general objective of the study was to establish the impact of service quality on 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. The study also sought to 
determine the effect of employee motivation, training, corporate image and customer 
service on the impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry 
in Kenya. The research findings were presented in form of tables, graphs and charts.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SUMMARY, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 
5.0 Introduction 
This chapter presents a summary of the findings, conclusions and recommendations for 
practice and further research on the problem. This study aimed at establishing the impact 
of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya with a 
special reference to Post Bank Head Office Nairobi. The study also sought to determine 
the effect of employee motivation, training, corporate image and customer service on the 
impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. 
5.1 Summary of Findings 
5.1.1 General Findings  
The duly filled questionnaires were equivalent of 78% of the total questionnaires 
administered while 22% was composed of that which were not well filled and those that 
were never filled or not returned. This indicates that this percentage was comprehensive 
enough to base the project on. Out of the respondents who participated in the figure 4.2 
shows that 59% of the respondents were male while 41% were female. This indicated that 
there are more male employees than females in the organisation. Majority of the 
respondents were between 18 and 30 years with 46%, those who were aged between 31 – 
40 years were 31%, those who were aged between 41-50 years were 19% and the 
remaining 4% were aged 50 years and above. This showed that majority of the 
respondents in Post Bank were between 18 and 30 years. Majority of respondents have 
college level of education with 54% confirming,35% of the respondents said they had 
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university education, 11% said they had secondary level of education while the remaining 
2% of the respondents had primary level education. This showed that majority of the 
respondents had Diplomas from college and were educated. Majority of the respondents 
i.e. 46% of the respondents have a work experience of 2 to 5 years, 21% of the 
respondents had work experience of less than two years, 7% of the respondents had a 
work experience of above ten years while the remaining 15%  had a work experience of 6 
to 7 years and lastly 11% had a working experience of 8-10 years. This showed that 
majority of the respondents had a work experience of three to five years. 
5.1.2 Extent to which Employee motivation the impact of service quality on 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry 
The research findings indicate that 34.1% of the respondents strongly agree that 
employee’s motivation to paintings includes all drivers; forces that purpose the 
employees need to gain sure pursuits. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the 
respondents had no idea while 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly 
disagreed. Majority of respondents confirmed that reaction on if worker’s motivation to 
paintings consists of all drivers, forces that reasons the workers need to reap positive 
objectives. This caused the knowledge that sharing of an agency’s earnings offers 
incentive to personnel to produce a quality product perform an exceptional provider, or 
enhance the fine of a system in the company. The finding of the study suggests that 
12.1% of the respondents strongly agree in response on whether or not personnel are 
prompted to meet 5 categories of wishes and these are: Physiological desires, the want for 
food, water, refuge, garb and air., 24.7% of the respondents agreed, 17.1% of the 
respondents had no idea whereas 31.7% of the respondents disagreed and 14.7% strongly 
disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that response on whether personnel are 
motivated to meet 5 categories of wishes and these are: Physiological desires, the need 
for food, water, shelter, garb and air. This studies locating concurs with Torrington (2012) 
motivation is worried with the potential to pursue and affect the behaviors of humans. 
The finding of the look at shows that 14.6% of the respondents strongly agree in response 
on whether process motivation is a subjective indicator that shows how content an 
character feels even as performing his/her duties, 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% 
of the respondents had no idea while 34.1% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% 
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strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that reaction on whether or not 
process motivation is a subjective indicator that indicates how content an man or woman 
feels even as performing his/her duties, the research concur with Mullins (2009) defines it 
as route and persistence of action with why humans pick out precise direction of 
movement in preference to others and why they hold with chosen movement over an 
extended length and in the of problems and issues. The finding of the observer shows that 
31.7% of the respondents strongly agree in reaction to whether task motivation is a by-
product of a mess of things involving possibility, stress, and management. 22% of the 
respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no concept whereas 12.1% of the 
respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents confirmed 
that response on whether process motivation is a by-product of a multitude of things 
related to opportunity, stress, and leadership. 
5.1.3 Extent to which Training the impact of service quality on customer satisfaction 
in the banking industry 
So as to evaluate the quantity to which education affects the impact of service exceptional 
on consumer pride within the banking enterprise, the finding of the check indicates that 
46.3% of the respondents strongly agree in reaction on whether the cause of schooling is 
to improve knowledge and abilities and to alternate attitudes. 26.8% of the respondents 
agreed, 9.8% of the respondents had no concept while 12.1% of the respondents 
disagreed and more than 1.4% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that 
the motive of schooling is to improve knowledge and abilities and to exchange attitudes. 
Based totally on the look, act’s findings concur with Salem (2010), the reason of 
schooling is to beautify know-how and talents and to change attitudes. It some distance 
one of the most vital motivator and is the important component to stepped forward 
organizational typical overall performance. It helps to reconcile the gaps between what 
need to display up and what's happening. The finding of the examiner indicates that 
34.1% of the respondents strongly agree the benefits of schooling are to decrease 
mastering fees; enhance person group and an organizations basic performance in phrases 
of output first-rate, pace and general productiveness. 22% of the respondents agreed, 
14.6% of the respondents had no idea while 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 
14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that the benefits of education 
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are decrease studying charges, enhance man or woman team and corporate performance 
in terms of output exceptional, velocity and primary productivity primarily based at the 
observer’s findings which concur with Brown and Duguid, (2003) findings that 
incredibly expert, administrators, and ancillary staff are critical to generating immoderate 
superb results and effective satisfactory development as a result enterprise boom. The 
finding of the check indicates that 34.1% of the respondents strongly agree in response on 
whether or not education is the device of developing expertise and abilities of an worker 
for doing precise jobs. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no 
idea whereas 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority 
of respondents confirmed that in response on whether or not education is the approach of 
developing know-how and talents of an employee for doing precise jobs. The studies 
finding ought the equal opinion with Argote and Ingram, (2000) finings to decorate 
performance in carrier transport, banking sector to construct the potential to attract and 
appoint an adequate variety of extremely good staffs. 
5.1.4 Extent to which the corporate image affects the impact of service quality on 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry 
The findings suggests that 31.7% of the respondents strongly agree in response on 
whether corporate photograph refers to a shared means, shared knowledge and shared 
feel making. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no idea whilst 
12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of 
respondents confirmed that reaction on whether agency picture refers to a shared means, 
shared understanding and shared feel. This studies locating is of the equal opinion with 
(Morgan, 2014). Company picture refers to a shared means, shared information and 
shared experience making. The price any corporation places on role models, via the 
device of complements. The findings indicates that 22.0% of the respondents strongly 
agree an employer picture is designed to be attractive to the majority, in order that the 
agency can speak a hobby among purchasers, 34.1% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of 
the respondents had no concept whereas 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% 
strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that a company picture is designed to 
be appealing to most people, so that the business enterprise can speak an interest among 
purchasers, the check determined out that the unearths up Hieze, (2011) one of the most 
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primary strategies of shaping a company picture is establishing and keeping quality 
courting with most people. The look indicates that 31.7% of the respondents strongly 
agree in response on an agency picture is the notion that most people hold approximately 
a specific employer. 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no 
idea whereas 12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority 
of respondents showed that response on a corporate image is the notion that most people 
holds approximately a particular employer. This up holds Schein, 2014) findings that 
agency photo refers to how an enterprise is perceived. It’s usually well-known picture of   
what an agency stands for. A company image is designed to be attractive to the public, in 
order that the corporation can speak an interest amongst consumers. 
5.1.5 Extent to which Customer service impacts of service quality on customer 
satisfaction in the banking industry 
The findings shows that 12.1% of the respondents strongly agree in reaction on whether 
or not consumer perception of the carrier is drawn from the character and conduct of the 
character, 24.7% of the respondents agreed, 17.1% of the respondents had no concept 
while 31.7% of the respondents disagreed and 14.7% strongly disagreed. Majority of 
respondents confirmed that reaction on whether or not customer perception of the 
provider is drawn from the personality and behavior of the character, this study’s findings 
sees eye to eye with Lovelock, (2011) the patron belief of the provider is drawn from the 
persona and conduct of the character. The finding show that 34.1% of the respondents 
strongly agree in reaction on whether exquisite customer service is related to attitude, a 
way of thinking and philosophy of doing business enterprise that emphasizes a sturdy 
dedication and a honest self-discipline to fulfilling customers. 22% of the respondents 
agreed, 14.6% of the respondents had no concept while 14.6% of the respondents 
disagreed and 14.6% strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents showed that response 
on whether wonderful customer support is related to mind-set, a way of questioning and 
philosophy of doing thing within an agency that emphasizes a strong willpower and a 
sincere self-discipline to pleasing clients. This brought about the knowledge that fantastic 
customer service is related to mind-set, a manner of thinking and philosophy of doing 
enterprise that emphasizes a robust dedication and an honest self-discipline to gratifying 
customers. so one can compare the volume to which training affects the implementation 
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of HRIS, The observation suggests that 46.3% of the respondents strongly agree in 
reaction on whether or not the achievement of any enterprise agency is decided with the 
aid of customer support. 26.8% of the respondents agreed, 9.8% of the respondents had 
no concept whereas 12.1% of the respondents disagreed and a 2.4% strongly disagreed. 
Majority of respondents confirmed that response on whether or not the fulfilment of any 
business enterprise is determined by way of customer service. In end the study’s findings 
consents with Lewis (2006) findings the difference is that during measuring patron 
delight, the real The research findings indicates that 12.1% of the respondents strongly 
agree response on whether or not client notion of the carrier is drawn from the man or 
woman and conduct of the man or woman, 24.7% of the respondents agreed, 17.1% of 
the respondents had no idea even as 31.7% of the respondents disagreed and 14.7% 
strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents confirmed that response on whether or not or 
now not customer notion of the issuer is drawn from the person and behavior of the 
character, those research findings has the same opinion with Lovelock, (2011).The client 
notion of the service is drawn from the personality and behavior of the character. The 
findings suggests that 34.1% of the respondents strongly agree  in reaction on whether or 
not first-class customer support is related to attitude, a manner of thinking and philosophy 
of doing industrial business enterprise that emphasizes a robust commitment and a 
sincere determination to fun clients. , 22% of the respondents agreed, 14.6% of the 
respondents had no concept while 14.6% of the respondents disagreed and 14.6% 
strongly disagreed. Majority of respondents confirmed that in response on whether high-
quality customer support is associated with mind-set, a manner of thinking and 
philosophy of doing commercial company that emphasizes a sturdy dedication and a 
sincere dedication to first-rate customers. This caused the know-how that pleasant 
customer support is related to mind-set, a way of thinking and philosophy of doing things 
in organizations that emphasizes a robust willpower and a sincere willpower to pleasing 
clients. As a way to observe the amount to which training affects the implementation of 
HRIS, The findings indicate that 46.3% of the respondents strongly agree in reaction on 
whether or not the achievement of any business enterprise company is decided by way of 
customer support. 26.8% of the respondents agreed, 9.8% of the respondents had no 
concept while 12.1% of the respondents disagreed and 2.4% strongly disagreed. Majority 
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of respondents confirmed in reaction on whether or not the achievement of any business 
enterprise is decided with the useful resource of customer support. The study’s findings 
sees eye to eye with Lewis (2006) findings the distinction is that during measuring 
customer satisfaction, the actual enjoyment of the patron is the concept of exams at the 
same time as exceptional service measurement; the purchaser experience is not required. 
 
 
 
5.2 Recommendations 
5.2.1 Employee motivation 
It is therefore from this conclusion that it is important for the management of Postbank 
with an objective of quality service in the banking sector to consider employee 
motivation. Employee motivation therefore can be enhanced through the firm taking a 
step to educate its staff members of their areas of specialization. 
5.2.2 Training 
The purpose of training is to improve knowledge and skills and to change attitude. 
Training is viewed as one of the most important motivators that can lead to possible 
benefits for both the team and the organization as a whole. Therefore the management of 
the organization needs to conduct on job training so as to improve the productivity and its 
employee’s competency level. This would reduce wastage of company resources and time 
hence promoting a healthy working condition which further increases the quality of 
service in the bank.  
5.2.3 Corporate image 
Corporate image are a sum of values representing the organization. A positive corporate 
image does not only help companies to increase competition but also encourages 
consumers to do re-purchasesre-purchase. Consumers perceive a favorable image as 
higher quality, value, satisfaction and retention. Here the research recommends that the 
company’s management should maintain a good corporate image by engaging in 
community based projects and quality products and services that meet and surpass the 
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needs of the customers. 
5.2.4 Customer service  
The importance of customer service may vary by product or service, industry and 
customer. The perception of success of such interactions was dependent on employees 
who can adjust themselves to the personality of the guest. Therefore the management 
needs to train their staff on customer care practices such as communication and 
interpersonal skills to as to enhance and add more value in the quality service in the 
banking sector. 
5.3 Chapter Summary 
This chapter contained the summary of the findings, conclusions and recommendations 
for practice. The impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking 
industry in Kenya with reference to Post Bank Head Office Nairobi. The study also 
sought to determine the effect of employee motivation, training, corporate image and 
customer service on the impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking 
industry in Kenya. 
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APPENDEX 1 LETTER OF INTRODUCTION 
 
NDISI MWENDE QUEEN 
P.O BOX 38218-001000, 
Nairobi, Kenya 
 
Dear Respondent,  
 
Ref: INTRODUCTION LETTER.  
I am an Undergraduate Student at Management University of Africa, school of 
management and leadership specializing in Human Resource Management. As part of the 
requirements for award of the BML degree, I am conducting a study on THE IMPACT 
OF SERVICE QUALITY ON CUSTOMER SATISFACTION IN THE BANKING 
INDUSTRY IN KENYA with reference to Postbank Head Office Nairobi, Kenya. 
Consequently you have been selected as a key respondent. I kindly request you on behalf 
of other government Parastatals to cooperate and assist me by correctly filling in the 
questionnaire. The information you will give will be kept confidential and strictly used 
for the purpose of this study. I also assure you that your identity and that of your 
department will remain anonymous. I am very grateful for your cooperation.  
Thank you in advance.  
 
Yours faithfully,  
 
………………………. 
Queen Mwende Ndisi 
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Appendix II: QUESTIONNAIRE 
 
Serial No…………… 
The questionnaire is meant to collect information on the impact of service quality on 
customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya a case study of Post bank. Kindly 
answer the questions by writing a brief statement or ticking in the boxes provided as was 
applicable. The information provided will be treated as strictly confidential and at no 
instance will your name be mentioned in this research. This research is intended for an 
academic purpose only. 
SECTION A: GENERAL INFORMATION 
1. Gender  
Male    {     }  Female   {     } 
2.  Age of Respondents 
18 yrs. – 30 yrs  {     }  31 yrs. – 40 yrs  {     } 
 
41yrs – 50 yrs.  {     }   Above 50 yrs   {     } 
 
3. Highest Educational Level 
Primary    {     }  Secondary    {     } 
 
College   {     }  University   {     } 
 
4. Highest Educational Level 
Primary    {     }  Secondary    {     } 
 
College    {     }  University    {     } 
 
5. Experience level 
Less than 2 years  {     } 
2- 5 years   {     } 
6-7 years   {     } 
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8-10years    {     } 
Above 10 years  {     } 
 
SECTION B: Employee Motivation 
5. Kindly indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements on the 
impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya? Key: 
1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 Neutral; 4 = Agree; 5 = Strongly Agree. 
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
 Employee’s motivation to work consists of all 
drivers, forces that causes the employee want to 
achieve certain aims. 
     
 Employees are influenced to meet five classes of 
desires and those are: Physiological needs, the need 
for meals, water, safe haven, garb and air. 
     
 Job motivation is a subjective indicator that 
indicates how content an individual feels when 
performing his/her responsibilities 
     
 Job motivation is a derivative of a multitude of 
factors involving opportunity, stress, leadership 
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SECTION C: Employee Training  
7. Comment on the following statements about the how employee training impacts 
quality of service to increase customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. Use 
a scale of 1-5 where:  1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Neither agree or disagree; 4- 
Agree and 5- Strongly agree  
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
 The purpose of training is to improve knowledge and 
skills and to change attitudes. 
     
 The benefits of training are to improve the individual, 
improve overall company performance in terms of 
output best, velocity and standard productivity. 
     
  Training is basically to bridge the gap between job 
requirement and present competence of an employer 
     
 
8. Kindly explain the various ways in which employee training affects the impact of 
service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya 
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SECTION D: Corporate Image 
10.  Comment on the following statements about the effects of the Corporate Image on 
the impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. 
Use a scale of 1-5 where: 1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Neither agree or disagree; 
4- Agree and 5- Strongly agree  
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
 Company’s image refers to a shared means, shared 
understanding and shared experience making. 
     
 A company image is designed to be appealing to the 
general public so that the company can communicate an 
interest among purchasers 
     
 A corporate image is the perception that the majority holds 
approximately a particular company. 
     
 
SECTION E: Customer Services 
12. Comment on the following statements about the effects of Customer services on the 
impact of service quality on customer satisfaction in the banking industry in Kenya. Use 
a scale of 1-5 where: 1- Strongly disagree; 2- Disagree; 3- Neither agree or disagree; 4- 
Agree and 5- Strongly agree  
No Statement 1 2 3 4 5 
 The consumer belief of the carrier is drawn from the 
persona and behavior of the individual 
     
 Excellent customer service is associated with mindset, a 
manner of questioning and philosophy of an enterprise that 
emphasizes a sturdy dedication and a sincere will power to 
please clients.  
     
 The success of any business organization is determined by 
customer service. 
     
 
